
Porcelain: Diversions
and Byways

by Owen Rye

Porcelain to me means translucency, that quality which
causes the work to glow as light passes through it. In some
elusive place between clay and glass, it has always carried
the aura of quality. The ultimate quality means technical
experimentation and the search for those materials which
allow its existence - especially ...a very plastic kaolin with
no iron content, the Holy Grail of translucency devotees.

My interest in porcelain began in the 1960s and has
continued off and on since, leading to technical explo-
rations which include bone china, soft or frit porcelains,
high temperature porcelains and, more recently, the behav-
ior of porcelain bodies in salt glaze and anagama kilns. My
experiments and those of my students have all used
Australian materials and I simply do not know the equiva-
lents for other countries. Finding appropriate materials has
been and always will be the key to good porcelain. Finding
materials with a similar chemical composition will not nec-
essarily help, since it is a combination of properties which
characterize useful materials for fine porcelain.

When my Journey began there were few "artist" potters,
most were Just beginning explorations into the world of
stoneware, inspired by Leach and Cardew. The earthen-
ware aesthetic from earlier in this century was giving way,
and considerable experimentation with materials and firing
was beginning to fill the technical void at higher tempera-
tures. Few potters here were interested in porcelain; Ivan
McMeekin, Les Blakebrough and Col Levy have all had a
lifelong interest. The major problem they faced was a lack
of precedent- no industry which produced porcelain, no
experience leading to the subtle knowledge of materials
which is essential for porcelain. No source of commercial-
ly available bodies and glazes. Not even much knowledge
about firing to stoneware/porcelain temperatures.

This led me to devote my doctoral studies in the late 60s
to porcelain, exploring materials and compositions which
would give that elusive combination anyone familiar with
porcelain will recognize; a workable body for throwing
and translucency after firing. Even now there are very few
porcelain bodies commercially available which combine
both properties; the ubiquitous David Leach and Limoges
bodies are respectably translucent, but no one would
describe either as an ideal throwing body. Ceramic facto-
ries long ago adopted slip casting as the mass production
forming technique. Certainly in Japan now it is possible to
purchase highly sophisticated ready to use porcelain bod-
ies and glazes, but the rest of the world has I ittle to offer.

I learned that Australia had very few materials which

lent themselves to extreme
whiteness and translucency.
Most Australian clays and
kaolins have a titanium diox-
ide content which exaggerates
the graying effect of small
amounts of iron. Translucency

and workability were dependent on delicate adjustments of
additives for plasticity and fluxes for translucency.

During this research I came into possession ofthe basic
reference which I have used ever since; a photocopied set
of lecture notes handed out to a 1950s student at the Ecole
National Superiere de Céramique Industrielle at Sèvres. A
cornucopia of technical secrets from 200 years of experi-
mentation by some ofthe best minds in ceramic technolo-
gy. And no, I'm sorry, but you cannot borrow it.

Fritted porcelains. Otherwise known as soft porcelains,
these were first developed in Iran (Persia) around the
twelfth century in an attempt to imitate Chinese porcelains.
We are fortunate to have access to the writings of Abu'l
Qasim, who described techniques used by the potters of
Kashan, who made up a frit and mixed it with silica and a
little clay for a body. This was essentially pressmoided to
form objects. Islamic potters in other areas followed this
lead, and wares of this kind are still made in Jaipur, India.

European attempts to Imitate porcelain first followed a
similar approach, and various factories commenced pro-
duction of soft porcelain in France in the 1 700s. The origi-
nal French soft paste porcelains involved making up a frit
from a combination of soluble materials before blending
with clay into a body. We now have access to a great vari-
ety of frits and can circumvent much of the uncertainty
which plagued production with these early bodies. My tri-
als with many frits point to 3110/4110 as the most promis-
ing and a combination of this frit with an appropriate
kaolin/ball clay/bentonite mix will produce bodies firing in
the 1050 to 1150°C range to produce a stunningly translu-
cent frosted glass quality. These bodies can only be slip-
cast. Different frits give the body a distinct character.

A former student of mine, Sylvia Richardson, developed
frit porcelain technology to a high level and also techniques
for decoration such as applying colored slips to the interior
of molds before slip casting. Given the range of stains
available to us now, and the suggestion that colors can be
made from a mixture of stain and body slip, a color palette
is the simplest part of experimentation with frit porcelains.
Sylvia found that only very small amounts of colorant, in 41
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the order of one percent, were necessary. Only one com-
ment is required in relation to glazes and that is that they
are not necessary, provided that the content of frit in
the body is high enough to give extreme vitrification. This
allows once-firing. Sylvia had some difficulty working with
frit porcelains; the bodies were highly thixotropic after
removal from the mold, were very sensitive to firing tem-
peratures and prone to slumping in firing, and casting times
were very rapid (less than one minute). Despite this she
made some very handsome work.

Bone china. I published an article on this in 1983 (Ref.l)
and have nothing to add except that one of the secrets
of bone china is being able to obtain high quality calcined
bone ash.

High temperature porcelain. "Conventional" porcelains
are fired to around Cone 10. Because my major interest for
many years has been anagama, I am conscious that much
Chinese porcelain was fired slowly in large wood or coal-
fueled kilns, which has implications in relation to our
much faster firing technique in smaller kilns. Analyses of
Chinese porcelains generally show a higher silica and alu-
mina content than those we develop. The message here is
that the alumina/silica ratio of bodies and indeed glazes
is related to the length of firing as well as the maximum
temperature, and this should not be overlooked by anyone
working from ancient practice. The slower Chinese heating
{and cooling, because of the kiln mass) involved a relative-
ly extended reduction, making it easier for them to produce
the rich greens of celadons with higher calcium content or
the bluer celadons where the calcium content was lower.

1 have experimented with porcelain bodies firing at
higher temperatures than this; the classical European "Hard
Porcelains." From experiments firing to ISSO '̂C, 1450°C
and 148O''C I decided that with the materials available
1450°C was the most interesting, mainly because there was
little visual difference between 1300°C and 1350°C porce-
lains; and by 1480'̂  almost all color had disappeared and
the available refractories were being stretched. Obviously
overglaze enamels could provide color but special higher
temperature versions might be required to fuse into these
hard glazes.

Bodies. The best compositions at 1450°C. were approximately:
Kaolin 40
Potash feldspar 37
Silica 20
White bentonite 3
Tannic acid 0.5 (but other plasticizers on

market should be tried).

Generally, for translucent body development at 1450°C.,
experiment within the triaxial kaolin 40-50, potash spar 30-
35, silica 15-30, then take the best body and add bentonite
and plasticizers. Finding a very white firing and plastic ball
clay which could be used in amounts of 5 to 10 percent in
place of or in addition to kaolin would be a breakthrough.
Another direction is to gradually increase kaolin and add
small increments of calcium in the form of whiting or wol-
lastonite; this is extremely potent and amounts higher than
1 % whiting are likely to lead to excessive distortion. The
more translucent the body the more accurate the firing
control necessary.

Glazes. A typical modern porcelain glaze recipe for 1300°C
corresponds to Seger's Cone 4 composition which is

CaO .7
AbOs .5
SiO; 4.0
K2O .3

Corresponding to (theoretical pure materials)
Potash feldspar 42.1
Whiting 17.6
Kaolin 13.0
Silica 27.3

The most obvious and simplest approach to higher temper-
ature glazes is to gradually increase the alumina and silica,
but this leads to relatively uninteresting glazes because,
while at 1300° potash feldspar is a somewhat opaque and
viscous flux, by 1400-1450° it has become much more
active, fluid and clear, acting more like soda feldspar
at 1300°C By 1350°C, for example, AI2O3 will increase to
.6-.7 molecular equivalents and SÍO2 to 6-7. The increased
kaolin or other clay component produces a glaze composi-
tion well suited to raw dipping.

Another approach at temperatures around 1450°C is to
take the porcelain body recipe and progressively add whit-
ing until a satisfactory glaze results. At 1450°C in a 'normal'
feldsparAaoIin/sillca/whiting glaze, the content of whiting
necessary to flux a conventional glaze is down to .1 or .2
molecular equivalents, but higher amounts will be needed
to flux a porcelain body to produce a glaze.

A more interesting approach for glazes maturing
between 1400° and 1450° might be to look for eutectics
around 1350°C, for example the ZnO-AhOi-SiO: (which
roughly corresponds to equal parts of ZnO and ball clay,
or MgO-ALOs-SiOj, which corresponds to 60 talc/40 kaolin,
or 40 magnesite/60 kaolin. I say "might" because I planned
these experiments years ago and never got around to them.



Should all attempts at reaching a glaze formula fail the
consolation is that a good translucent body has a superb
quality in itself, is vitrified to the point where glazes are not
essential for hygienic reasons, and provides a stark classic
aesthetic well complete in itself.

I last played with these high temperature bodies some
15 years ago, before the easy availability of Mason, Biythe
and other stains. The only colors of note surviving beyond
1400*^0 were iron and cobalt, both in very washed out
form. It would be interesting to see what remained of the
current color range at high temperatures.

Firing above 1400°C is straightforward. My original kiln
was designed to fire to ^ 480°C and did so several times
with no problem, although 1450°C (around Cone 15) was
the intended working temperature. The kiln was fired with
LP (propane) gas. A similar kiln fired to 1300°G used four
burners, so I fitted 6 to the hi-temp kiln and this 50%
increase in heat capacity worked well. Norwegian RI28
bricks were used for construction (set dry, no mortar).
Silicon carbide shelves not only handled the temperature
but seemed to get stronger with use; the only problem
being that they could not be oxidized which eliminated
oxidized firing. Conventional props flatten beautifully at
1450°C but I had no problem with very high alumina con-
tent props. The kiln was sold to a factory and used to cal-
cine alumina to 1400°C and is still going after an unknown
number of firings twenty years after construction.

The kiln was fired slowly to Cone 14 (approximately
1410°C in 24 hours using a maximum pressure of 10 psi,
but subsequent firings were to Cone 15 down (approxi-
mately 1450°C) in 8.5 hours, with maximum pressure of
15 psi. Orton makes cones suitable for these temperatures,
and Platinum/Platinum 13% Rhodium thermocouples are
suitable (I used an Oxyprobe, with no problems).

Salt-glazed porcelain. This approach received an impe-
tus recently with the international salt-glazed porcelain
firing at the Institute for Artistic Ceramics in Hohr-gren-
zhausen (Germany) with work submitted by 99 artists from
around the world. The wood fired kiln reached 1280°C
and revealed some of the aesthetic range possible (Ref.2).

My experiments have generally been confined to a
"blue-and-white" aesthetic, Clayworks bodyJBl, which I
prefer for this purpose, fires to a very light gray white under
light reduction to Cone 7, and takes a lightly and finely
orange-peeled salt glaze at this temperature. This very pale
gray is much stronger than the purer white obtained in oxi-
dation. My favorite technique is one copied from Alan

Peascod which he has used to superb effect in his work
with dry glazes, where an overall coat of slip is scratched
away to produce a pattern or image. This gives a kind of
woodblock-print quality to the image.

Instead of a traditional German smalt (a fused mixture
of cobalt oxide, silica and flux such as potash) approach to
cobalt, I have used a mix of 85-90% cobalt carbonate and
10-15% finely-sieved terracotta as a slip. This can be used
for the sgraffito technique or for "fi l l" between incised lines.

Woodfired porcelain. My main work is fired over 4 or 5
days in an anagama, I sometimes include porcelain, gener-
ally small objects. I use wadding mix made from a pink-fir-
ing fireclay, mixed with rounded silica sand, and this mix-
ture gives some color as well as a variegated texture to the
wad markings. Pots are set on their sides in the kiln, sup-
ported by large wads, and I often use grasses, pine needles
or other plant material (generally whatever is close by)
between the wads and the pot. This gives a wadmarking
with a graphic quality where the organic materials have
burned in randomly. The porcelain is thrown thicker than
normal to avoid excessive distortion. It responds best in
slightly cooler parts of the kiln (Cones 7or 8).

The JBl body glazed with fly ash looks like salt glaze;
under the wads it forms pink/apricot/orange colors. Leach
porcelain has a more transparent glaze quality with orange
colors in flashed areas. Limoges porcelain produces the
biggest range of colors in reaction with ash, from yellows
and greens to mauves; I have not seen bright pinks or
oranges. Limoges is very susceptible to distortion and the
shapes and setting need to be considered in this regard.

Glazed porcelains set on their base and exposed to full
flame and ash are appropriate in some cases; I have had
good results with crackle and white glaze, delicate shinos
and celadons. Copper glazes respond very badly to the
wood flame as do most barium-based glazes. Feldspar and
whiting are much more sympathetic.
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